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High school senior Meg revels in being a rebel; cutting class whenever possible and hanging out anywhere she's not supposed to
be. Like on a railroad-tracks-covered bridge that's off-limits to trespassers. When she and her friends are busted for trespassing
and underage drinking, she's sentenced to spend her spring break riding along with a rookie police officer on his nightshift patrol.
To make things worse the cop, John After, is only two years older than Meg, and is sure that he knows all he needs to about her.
John has nothing but contempt for her childish rebellion, but that's fine, because the feelings mutual - his straight-laced, by-thebook attitude is everything that Meg hates. But they're about to discover that they have a lot more in common than either one of
them could have dreamed and, as they're forced to spend time together, sparks fly and a hot attraction between them becomes
undeniable…
Cozy up to a double dose of winter-themed romantic comedy with two books in one bind-up. Lexi has come up with a master plan
to make Cameron break up with her: get him to fall for another girl so she’ll be free (and guilt-free, too). But when the plan goes
well—too well—Lexi starts to wonder if she hasn’t made a terrible mistake. Has she let the perfect guy get away? And is it too late to
get him back? Meanwhile, Hayden and Nick’s steamy relationship has ended in a frosty breakup, and now they’re just friends.
But when they decide to go head-to-head in a boarding contest, the friendly competition gets heated….Will sparks start to fly on and
off the slopes?
La Toya Jackson was always closer to Michael than anyone knew. In this heartfelt memoir, she pays tribute to his tortured soul,
revealing the intimate moments she shared with the deeply troubled pop legend. The first sibling to arrive at the hospital after
Michael was rushed there, and the informant on his death certificate, La Toya noticed suspicious details and demanded a second
autopsy. For the first time, she unveils shocking behind-the-scenes dealings that she believes led to her brother's death, and she
provides unprecedented insight into the destruction of one of the most dynamic artist/performers in history.
From “a tremendously talented writer with a real gift for developing relationships between her characters” (Romantic Times)—an
omnibus edition of her acclaimed romantic teen dramas Going Too Far and Forget You. In Going Too Far, rebel high school senior
Meg has to spend her spring break riding along with a police officer on his nightshift patrol as punishment for getting busted for
trespassing and underage drinking. Rookie cop, John After, is only two years older than Meg, and a former classmate to boot. He
has nothing but contempt for her childish rebellion, and Meg in turn has nothing but contempt for Officer After's straight-laced, bythe-book attitude. But Meg has her reasons for lashing out, and John has his reasons for his need for law and order. And they're
about to discover that they have a lot more in common than either one of them could have dreamed... In Forget You, Zoey’s life in
her Florida beach resort town is happy and organized. She’s the captain of her high school swim team, and she works for her dad
at his popular water park. Then her dad has an affair, and her mother has a breakdown. When Zoey begins a relationship with a
hot lifeguard, she feels stable, and everything is still under control. Until she has a car accident that she can’t remember. She
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should have been with her boyfriend that night, but he doesn’t seem to know anything about the accident—and he doesn’t seem to
care. The person who does care, is Doug, Zoey’s handsome arch-enemy who saved her from the wreckage. As Zoey begins to
piece together what happened that night, she finds her sense of control over her life was only an illusion. And she inches closer to
discovering the darkest secret of all: why Doug has fallen in love with her.
He said . . . She said. Publicist Wendy Mann has always competed hotly with her rival Daniel Blackstone, but this time they’re
headed for a collision. Wendy’s job is on the line if she doesn’t save the image of a spoiled young starlet who’s posting
provocative pictures of herself all over the Internet in a snarky attempt at revenge on her former boyfriend. Daniel is representing
the ex, a onetime teen heartthrob who never grew up. With the feuding Hollywood pair scheduled to appear on the same Las
Vegas awards show, Daniel and Wendy are determined to do whatever it takes to defend their own clients. Unfortunately, the
chemistry between Wendy and Daniel is even more explosive than that of their Hollywood stars. L-O-V-E was always a four-letter
word for these two ultra-competitors; they never counted on the scorching heat that erupts between them. But Wendy’s high-gloss
exterior hides a dark past—one that’s lurking behind the bright Vegas lights. Their careers are on the line, and so is Wendy’s life. .
..
You can't help who you fall in love with. It's a lesson Clementine Williams knows all too well. She's headed into the summer with a
broken heart and zero social life. So even though her parents' plan to spend the summer (trapped) on their sailboat should make
Clem break out in hives, she doesn't really mind the chance to float away for a while. Even if it means most of her social interaction
will be with her nine-year-old sister. Then she meets James at one of their stops on the Great Loop-a classic sailing track in the
US. He and his dad are sailing the same track and he's just the distraction Clem needs. But will he be able to break down Clem's
walls and heal her broken heart? Told in alternating chapters that chronicle the year that broke Clem's heart and the summer that
healed it, Unbreak My Heart is a wonderful dual love story from magazine writer/editor and rising star, Melissa Walker.
High school senior Leah Jones loves nothing more than flying. While she's in the air, it's easy to forget life with her absentee
mother at the low-rent end of a South Carolina beach town. So when her flight instructor, Mr Hall, hires her to fly for his banner
advertising business, she sees it as her ticket out of the trailer park. Then Mr Hall dies suddenly leaving his teenage sons, golden
boy Alec and adrenaline junkie Grayson, in charge of running the business. The two brothers have always made their hostility
towards her clear so she's sure that her dreams of being a pilot are over… So when Grayson makes it clear that he wants her to
stay working for him, Leah doesn't understand why. She's crushed on him for years, but always known he's out of her league… isn't
he? As the summer rolls on and they spend more time together the spark between them grows, but with Alec's feelings starting to
change too, suddenly things become a whole lot more complicated. Now Leah finds herself drawn into a battle between brothers a battle that could have very serious consequences for all of them…
From the award-winning, wildly popular author of Such a Rush and Going Too Far comes a fun and sexy new adult romantic
comedy with a paranormal twist, available exclusively as an eBook. Twenty-one-year-old showgirl Holly Starr is sick and tired of
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assisting her dad, a celebrity magician, in his Las Vegas casino magic show. As soon as he keeps his promise to her and shares
the secrets to his tricks, she can break out on her own. But can she really make it? For years Holly has taken medication to stave
off crazy hallucinations that she can levitate objects. Just when she thinks she’s ready to make a career and a life for herself, her
medicine—and her luck—run out. Elijah Brown suffers from a similar delusion—he thinks he can read minds—and he’s out of
medicine too. Determined to save himself and his old flame Holly, he kidnaps her and takes her to a town high in the Rockies
where their medicine is made. What they discover there leads them to suspect their powers are not imaginary after all...and neither
is the intense attraction they feel for each other. They make a pact to stick together as they return to Vegas to confront the people
who kept them in the dark for so long. But soon they’re pitting their powers against each other in a dangerous world where the
nightlife is seductive, domination is addictive, the sex is beyond belief...and falling in love can lead to murder.
In a devastated world where ancient relics possess advanced powers, Master Galen and his sixteen-year-old apprentice, Raffi,
enter the ruined city of Tasceron seeking a relic that could save the world while evading the Watch.
1777. Albany, New York. As battle cries of the American Revolution echo in the distance, servants flutter about preparing for one
of New York society's biggest events: the Schuylers' grand ball. Descended from two of the oldest and most distinguished
bloodlines in New York, the Schuylers are proud to be one of their fledgling country's founding families, and even prouder still of
their three daughters - Angelica, with her razor-sharp wit; Peggy, with her dazzling looks, and Eliza, whose beauty and charm rival
those of both her sisters, though she'd rather be aiding the colonists' cause than dressing up for some silly ball. Still, Eliza can
barely contain her excitement when she hears of the arrival of one Alexander Hamilton, a mysterious, rakish young colonel and
General George Washington's right-hand man. Though Alex has arrived as the bearer of bad news for the Schuylers, he can't
believe his luck - as an orphan, and a bastard one at that - to be in such esteemed company. And when Alex and Eliza meet that
fateful night, so begins an epic love story that would forever change the course of American history.
Three years after an attempted rape, Jess wants to trick her parents into believing she's better, so she hires a fake boyfriend who
helps her come to terms with the night that changed her forever.
The impassioned love of two teenagers leaves a path of destruction in its perilous wake Seventeen-year-old David Axelrod is
consumed with his love for Jade Butterfield. So when Jade’s father exiles him from their home, David does the only thing he
thinks is rational: He burns down their house. Sentenced to a psychiatric institution, David’s obsession metastasizes, and upon his
release, he sets out to win the Butterfields back by any means necessary. Brilliantly written and intensely sexual, Endless Love is
the deeply moving story of a first love so powerful that it becomes dangerous—not only for the young lovers, but for their families as
well. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Scott Spencer, including rare photos from the author’s personal collection.
A sexy romance that fans of Simone Elkeles and Jamie McGuire will fall in love with… There's a lot Zoey would like to forget. Like
how her father has knocked-up his twenty-four-year-old girlfriend. Like her mom's nervous breakdown. Like Doug, the darkly
handsome bad boy, who taunts her at school… Worried that her life is becoming a complete mess, Zoey fights back the only way
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she knows how, by making sure that she's perfect - the perfect daughter, the perfect student and the perfect girlfriend to ultrapopular football player, Brandon. But then Zoey is in a car crash and can't remember anything about the night it happened. She
should have been with Brandon, but he doesn't seem to know anything about the accident - and, more confusingly, doesn't seem
to care. Only Doug, who saved her from the wreckage, has the answers Zoey so desperately needs, but he's the last person she
wants to rely on, especially as he's acting like something happened between them that night. Which can't be true, can it? But with
her thoughts full of Doug and strangely empty of Brandon, Zoey starts to question her feelings for the two boys and whether being
perfect is more important than following your heart.
In this second book in The Superlatives trilogy from Endless Summer author Jennifer Echols, Harper and Brody think they’re an
unlikely match—but the senior class says they belong together. As yearbook photographer, Harper is responsible for those candid
moments that make high school memorable. But her own life is anything but picture perfect. Her parents’ bitter divorce left her
wondering what a loving relationship looks like. And ever since the senior class voted her and star quarterback Brody “Perfect
Couple That Never Was,” her friends have been pushing her to ask Brody out. Brody doesn’t lack female admirers, but Harper
can't see herself with him. He’s confused about the match too. Yet they find themselves drawn together—first by curiosity about
why the class paired them, then by an undeniable bond. The trouble is, though they’re attracted to each other, they have a hard
time getting along or even communicating well. If they’re the perfect couple, this shouldn’t be so difficult! Soon it becomes clear
their class was wrong, and they throw in the towel. But they feel so changed from making the effort, they can’t forget each other.
What if this match made in hell is the perfect couple after all?
In Love Off-Limits, Natalie has the perfect boyfriend, or so everyone thinks. But Natalie knows she wants more. When she
discovers that more equals Matt, her boyfriend’s best friend, Natalie finds herself in quite the dilemma.
A heartbroken teen, with the help of her best friends, goes on a quest to find the perfect boyfriend, and in the end learns that some
things are more important than boys in Shani Petroff's fun YA contemporary novel Finding Mr. Better-Than-You. Camryn Roth has
it all planned out: a perfect senior year with her friends and then it's off to Columbia with her boyfriend, Marc. But the first week of
school, everything falls apart. Not only does she not have enough extracurriculars for her dream school, her relationship falls to
pieces when Marc publically dumps her! With the help of her two best friends, Camryn is determined to pull her life back together.
Step one, more extracurriculars. Step two, get over Marc and find someone better. Shani Petroff's newest rom-com is a love letter
to friendship: to those who help you find your true self, stand by you no matter what, and support your plans even when they know
they're doomed. Praise for Shani Petroff: "Fans of holiday movies, rom-coms, and 'All I Want for Christmas Is You' will enjoy My
New Crush Gave to Me . . . Petroff’s festive story will have readers baking gingerbread cookies and buñuelos at any time of year."
—VOYA, on My New Crush Gave to Me "A worthwhile read. Flirty and fun." —Booklist, on Romeo & What's Her Name
A seductive novel of an illicit love affair and one of those summers that changes everyone's life forever.
Brace yourself for the battle of the exes.... Hayden and Nick used to be a hot item, but their brief affair ended with a highly
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publicized breakup. Now the two are "just friends," excluding the occasional flirtation. When Hayden wins the girls' division of a
local snowboarding competition, Nick is unimpressed, claiming that Hayden wouldn't have a chance against a guy. Hayden calls
Nick's bluff and challenges him to a head-to-head boarding contest. Their mutual friends quickly take sides, the girls on Hayden's
and the boys on Nick's, making for an all-out battle of the sexes. This friendly competition is bound to get heated -- and they might
end up igniting some old flames.
Tia and Will’s lives get flipped upside down when they’re voted Yearbook’s Biggest Flirts in this sassy novel from the author of
Endless Summer and The One That I Want. Tia just wants to have fun. She’s worked hard to earn her reputation as the life of the
party, and she’s ready for a carefree senior year of hanging out with friends and hooking up with cute boys. And her first order of
business? New guy Will. She can’t get enough of his Midwestern accent and laidback swagger. As the sparks start to fly, Will
wants to get serious. Tia’s seen how caring too much has left her sisters heartbroken, and she isn’t interested in commitment. But
pushing Will away drives him into the arms of another girl. Tia tells herself it’s no big deal…until the yearbook elections are
announced. Getting voted Biggest Flirts with Will is, well, awkward. They may just be friends, but their chemistry is beginning to
jeopardize Will’s new relationship—and causing Tia to reconsider her true feelings. What started as a lighthearted fling is about to
get very complicated…
For as long as she can remember, Wren Gray’s goal has been to please her parents. But as high school graduation nears, so
does an uncomfortable realization: Pleasing her parents once overlapped with pleasing herself, but now . . . not so much. Wren
needs to honor her own desires, but how can she if she doesn’t even know what they are? Charlie Parker, on the other hand, is
painfully aware of his heart’s desire. A gentle boy with a troubled past, Charlie has loved Wren since the day he first saw her. But
a girl like Wren would never fall for a guy like Charlie—at least not the sort of guy Charlie believes himself to be. And yet certain
things are written in the stars. And in the summer after high school, Wren and Charlie’s souls will collide. But souls are
complicated, as are the bodies that house them . . . Sexy, romantic, and oh-so-true to life, this is an unforgettable look at first love
from one of young adult fiction’s greatest writers. Praise for The Infinite Moment of Us STARRED REVIEW "The scenes of sexual
intimacy are described with innocently erotic frankness, offering an ideal (if not idealized) model for readers on the cusp; this is
Forever… for a new generation, offering character depth Cath and Michael never achieved. Summer love has never been so good."
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review "In contrast to unhealthy depictions of sex and relationships that teenagers (and adults) are often
exposed to in media and entertainment, Myracle offers up a passionate romance built on a bedrock of love, respect, and trust. And
it’s difficult to see that as a bad thing." —Publishers Weekly "Two mature recent high school graduates fall in love and bring out the
best in each other in Lauren Myracle's thoughtful exploration of an intimate relationship...the relationship between Wren and
Charlie always remains realistic and involving." —Shelf Awareness "This charming romance has multidimensional characters,
straightforward sexuality, and a pace that lets readers fall in love with the main characters. Myracle expertly captures the intense
connection of first love, from the need to spend every moment together to trying to figure out how to communicate with one
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another." —School Library Journal "The single-focus intensity of Wren and Charlie’s feelings is spot-on for the age group...
chapters move between both their perspectives as they grow into the relationship, offering readers of both sexes a rather
compelling example of the how-to’s of intimacy." —The Bulletin of The Center for Children’s Books
Two irresistible boys. One unforgettable summer. Lori can’t wait for her summer at the lake. She loves wakeboarding and hanging
with her friends—including the two hotties next door. With the Vader brothers, she's always been just one of the guys. Now that
she’s turning sixteen, she wants to be seen as one of the girls, especially in the eyes of Sean, the older brother. But that’s not
going to happen—not if the younger brother, Adam, can help it. Lori plans to make Sean jealous by spending time with Adam.
Adam has plans of his own for Lori. As the air heats up, so does this love triangle. Will Lori’s romantic summer melt into one hot
mess?
Marching to the beat of a different drum... Tired of the beauty-pagean circuit, Virginia Sauter tosses her tiara, pierces her nose,
and auditions for the most unlikely of roles -- drum major of the high school marching band. Virginia wins, but is forced to share the
title with Drew, whose family has held the position for generations. Sure, Drew is hot, but because of his superior attitude, he and
Virginia are constantly arguing. That is, until they share more than just their half-time salute... But as the drum major's heated
competition turns to sizzling romance, explosive rumors threaten everything -- including the band's success. Love seemed to be a
sure hit, but Virginia and Drew may be marching straight into disaster.
When it comes to the laws of attraction, there are no rules--and the battle between the sexes is about to make two lawyers hot
under the collar. Original.
Sarah Seville knows how to handle a rock star. But she's never encountered a star quite like Quentin Cox. The sexy leader of the
country band the Cheatin' Hearts is full of secrets. Sarah's mission: find out everything she can before the band goes bottoms up.
Convinced that the key to keeping the band together is helping Quentin win his former lover back, Sarah decides to make his ex
jealous. But nights in Quentin's arms leave Sarah breathless and wondering whether she's fooling anyone but herself. She's falling
hard and fast for Quentin, and is in serious danger of bringing the band-and the man-to its knees.
Cute, available, and one cabin over Lori lives for summertime on the lake. She spends all season wakeboarding, swimming, and hanging with
her friends -- including the two hotties in the house next door. With the Vader brothers, Lori's always been one of the guys. But while Lori and
the "baby" brother, Adam, are inseparable friends, she can't deny a secret crush on Sean, the older Vader boy. This year Sean's been paying
Lori a lot of attention, and not in a brotherly way. But just as Lori decides to prove to Sean she's girlfriend material, she realizes that her role
as girl friend to Adam may be even more important. And by trying so hard for the perfect summer romance, she could be going way
overboard....
After the death of her father, Rose Zarelli struggles to control her feelings and manage her life as a freshman in high school.
A novel about love, loss, and sex -- but not necessarily in that order. Before her mother died, Shelby promised three things: to listen to her
father, to love as much as possible, and to live without restraint. Those Promises become harder to keep when Shelby's father joins the
planning committee for the Princess Ball, an annual dance that ends with a ceremonial vow to live pure lives -- in other words, no "bad
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behavior," no breaking the rules, and definitely no sex. Torn between Promises One and Three, Shelby makes a decision -- to exploit a
loophole and lose her virginity before taking the vow. But somewhere between failed hookup attempts and helping her dad plan the ball,
Shelby starts to understand what her mother really meant, what her father really needs, and who really has the right to her purity.
Fans of Eleanor and Park, The Spectacular Now, Willow, and Perfectly Good White Boy won't be able to put down this gritty but hopeful love
story about two struggling teens. Tyler has a football scholarship to Stanford, a hot girlfriend, and a reliable army of friends to party with. Then
his mom kills herself. And Tyler lets it all go. Now he needs to dodge what his dad is offering (verbal tirades and abuse) and earn what his
dad isn’t (money): He needs a job. It’s there that he reunites with Jordyn, his childhood best friend, and now the token goth girl at school.
Jordyn brings Tyler an unexpected peace and, finally, love. But with his family in shambles, he can’t risk bringing Jordyn too deeply into his
life. So when violence rocks Tyler’s world again, will it be Jordyn who shows him the way to a hopeful future? Or after everything, will Tyler
have to find it in himself? This tough, realistic page-turner reveals a boy's point of view on loss and love—perfect for fans of Rainbow Rowell,
Tim Tharp, Julia Hoban, Carrie Mesrobian, and Mindi Scott.
In At First Sight, when Lauren meets the perfect guy at the planetarium, she feels like the stars have finally aligned in her favor. The only
problem is she met him in the dark and they never got a good look at each other… or got each other’s names. Now, Lauren must take matters
into her own hands and find the mystery guy before she loses him forever.
But really, how was this freshly-minted Boston transplant and newbie college freshman supposed to know that she would end up living with
the family of an old friend of her mother's? This was all supposed to be temporary. Julie wasn't supposed to be important to the Watkins
family, or to fall in love with one of the brothers. Especially the one she's never quite met. But what does that really matter? Finn gets her, like
no one ever has before. They have connection.But here's the thing about love, in all its twisty, bumpy permutations—it always throws you a
few curves. And no one ever escapes unscathed.New York Times best-selling author Jessica Park mines the territory of love's growing pains
with wit, sharp insights, and a discernible heat and heartbeat. Her previous novels include Relatively Famous, and she authored the e-shorts
What the Kid Says (Parts 1 and 2) and Facebooking Rick Springfield.Visit her on the web at www.jessicapark.me The author of Flat-Out Love
has donated this book to the Worldreader program
Athletic Jamie isn't sure about spending the summer in the city with her romance–novel–writing mum. But when she meets irresistible Josh,
Jamie realizes she could probably use all the romance advice she can get! Lacrosse camp 9 a.m.–noon (can't be late! "Coach" Josh will freak
out) Basketball camp 1:00–4:00 (so many screaming kids. . . ) Shopping with Mona 4:30 (finally a break) Date with Andrew 7:30 (he's so
perfect. . . isn't he?)
Kiss What Leah did—only she really shouldn’t have—one hot night at a country club party. Crush What Leah has—only she really shouldn’t
have—on the guy with the green eyes, the guy who is not her perfect boyfriend, the guy who does not fit in her picture-perfect life, the guy her
sisters will only mock and her mother will never approve of. Not in a million years. Collide What happens when everything you always thought
you wanted—having cool friends, being class valedictorian and homecoming queen—runs smack into everything it turns out you really do want.
Kiss. Crush. Collide. For Leah and Porter, summer is only the beginning.
Gemma can't believe her luck when Max starts flirting with her. So when he asks out her so-called best friend Addison, Gemma's
heartbroken. Then Addison pressures Gemma to join the date with one of Max's friends. But the more time they all spend together, the
harder Gemma falls for Max. How can Gemma get the guy she wants without going after her best friend's boyfriend?
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When Skye, a hopeless romantic, meets Seth, hurt by a recent break-up, at an end-of-summer party they connect instantly, but their love is
tested when she returns to high school and he begins to work his way through an Ivy-League college.
Eighteen-year old Bailey meets Sam, a young man who wants to take his high-school garage band to the big time and he wants Bailey to
help them do it, but Bailey is not sure what she wants or where she stands with Sam.
"Sawyer and Kaye fall in love despite hating each other"-While on spring break in Aruba, Anna is accused of her best friend's death and must stand trial for murder in a foreign country.
From the New York Times bestselling author of In Five Years comes an intensely romantic modern recounting of the greatest love story ever
told—narrated by the girl Romeo was supposed to love. Rosaline knows that she and Rob are destined to be together. Rose has been waiting
for years for Rob to kiss her—and when he finally does, it’s perfect. But then Juliet moves back to town. Juliet, who used to be Rose’s best
friend. Juliet, who now inexplicably hates her. Juliet, who is gorgeous, vindictive, and a little bit crazy...and who has set her sights on Rob. He
doesn’t stand a chance. Rose is devastated over losing Rob to Juliet. And when rumors start swirling about Juliet’s instability, her
neediness, and her threats of suicide, Rose starts to fear not only for Rob’s heart, but also for his life. Because Shakespeare may have
gotten the story wrong, but we all still know how it ends.
SHE’S WRITING ABOUT HIM. HE’S WRITING ABOUT HER. AND EVERYBODY IS READING BETWEEN THE LINES. For Erin Blackwell,
majoring in creative writing at the New York City college of her dreams is more than a chance to fulfill her ambitions—it’s her ticket away from
the tragic memories that shadow her family’s racehorse farm in Kentucky. But when she refuses to major in business and take over the farm
herself someday, her grandmother gives Erin’s college tuition and promised inheritance to their maddeningly handsome stable boy, Hunter
Allen. Now Erin has to win an internship and work late nights at a local coffee shop to make her own dreams a reality. She should despise
Hunter . . . so why does he sneak into her thoughts as the hero of her latest writing assignment? Then, on the day she’s sharing that
assignment with her class, Hunter walks in. He’s joining her class. And after he reads about himself in her story, her private fantasies about
him must be painfully clear. She only hopes to persuade him not to reveal her secret to everyone else. But Hunter devises his own creative
revenge, writing sexy stories that drive the whole class wild with curiosity and fill Erin’s heart with longing. Now she’s not just imagining what
might have been. She’s writing a whole new ending for her romance with Hunter . . . except this story could come true.
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